Students pay excess maintenance fees in Ye Town

September 29, 2009

WCRP: About 20 primary, middle and high schools in Ye town, Mon State, are requiring excessive school maintenance fees from each student. According to sources, the fees will be collected a few times a year based on the school’s needs, as determined by the school’s principle.

On August 15th, the students at No.1 Basic Education Middle School (BEM) paid their 1st installment of 3 maintenance fees. Students in 1st thru 6th standard paid 3,000 kyat, while students in 7th and 8th standard paid 5,500 kyat. 1,500 students attend BEM.

Students’ parents became upset after hearing about the new maintenance fees. One mother said, “I have 3 children at the school, I had to pay over 10,000 kyat. I am a merchant… I can not earn enough money.” She added “My husband went to work in Thailand but he doesn’t send me money. I had to borrow money for my son and daughter to pay these fees.”

A student from 8th standard informed the WCRP “They require this fee for buying recycling bins and water jugs.” Ceramic water jugs in Mon State costs 1,500 kyat and are filled at local wells, plastic jugs, that are filled by Ye township administration, initially cost 4,500 kyat and 500 kyat for each refill, and recycling bins cost 3,000 kyat. By the end of the school year, BEM will have collected 9,000 kyat from each 1st thru 6th
Commentary

**Peaceful Spirit in September 2007**

This September marks the 2nd anniversary of the Saffron Revolution, which recognizes the peaceful demonstration of Buddhist monks in 2007 and the brutal treatment they received from the ruling regime, the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). The Buddhist monks were simply demanding peace, but the regime gave them riot police and soldiers with bullets and beating.

The people of Burma have not found peaceful lives for many decades, after the leaders of the Burmese Army seized political power in 1962. After 40 days of demonstrations in 1988, then the country’s power was given to a new military regime, and the military rule in Burma continues to this day. The country’s people are suffering economically due to governmental mismanagement and a general lack of individual freedoms. The majority of the Burmese people, including government servants, never enjoy mental or emotional peace.

The Buddhist monks who have daily interactions with the country’s citizens know about the struggles of the Burmese people. Many people do not have sufficient food, some of them cannot afford to pay the country’s high energy costs, and many of them are unemployed. The Burmese people support the country’s monasteries and Buddhist monks through donations, and when the people suffer from economic burdens, they cannot donate food or cash to the monks, and Burma’s monastic community suffers in turn.

The Saffron Revolution occurred when the monks asked for the peace and sympathy of the ruling government, and demanded the SPDC’s accountability and responsibility to Burma’s people. But the ruling military regime rejected these demands, and then riot police and soldiers cracked down the monk and civilian demonstrators. Many monks were killed. However, the regime could not kill peace spirit of the monks, and their support from Burma’s people. The Saffron Revolution was a peaceful revolution of the people, and they continue to remember it in their hearts.

DKBA soldiers beat and rob villagers in Thaton district

September 25, 2009

HURFOM, Thaton: Four soldiers from the Democratic Karen Buddhist Army Brigade No. 333 led by Captain Hpa Khe Nyo entered Talaikayin village Pa–an township, Thaton district, Karen State, and committed several abuses against villagers, beating them and making demands for money, cooking materials, chickens and rice.

According to U Thee, a 40 year-old Talaikayin villager, four DKBA soldiers entered the village around 10 am on September 13th. They went to the headman’s house and demand 100,000 kyat and cooking materials, rice, and chickens. The headman was forced to immediately to collect money and supplies from villagers to give the 4 DKBA soldiers. Villagers with no money had to provide rice, cooking materials or farm animals. The soldiers took 4 tins (1 tin=15 Kilograms) of rice, 6 chickens, 1 tin of home made cooking oil from villagers. According to HURFOM sources there are 50 households in Talaikayin village.

Naw Pow Pow, a 32 year old, was beaten by soldiers after she begged them not to take all of her rice. During the raid, soldiers took her rice from her house and she asked soldiers not to take all the rice because she has only the 1 tin. She explained that if they took her supply she would have no idea where to get rice to eat. After she pleaded with them, a soldier, 17 years old according to witnesses, punched her in the face 3 times and kicked her in the chest 3 times after she fell over.

After soldiers had been given the supplies, as they were leaving they saw U Char Toke, who is around 57 years old, outside of the village and they called him to help carry the goods. U Char Toke refused to help after which Captain Hpa Khe Nyo hit him in the head with his pistol, wounding his
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eyebrow. U Car Toke fell over and 3 of the soldiers kicked him repeatedly. His 2 nephews, who were reportedly on a plantation near by, saw the assault. The 2 nephews tried to stop the beating but Captain Hpa Khe Nyo pointed his gun at them and struck each of them in the head, from which they both received wounds, according to an eyewitness.

The soldiers left the three victims on the ground, and villagers came and picked them up and took them to the village. Villagers told the headman to make a report to Myaing Gyi Ngu (headquarters of the DKBA). However he did not, and a source close to the village headman said, “DKBA soldiers used to kill people who informed them about their soldiers doing bad things to villagers, in the past. He didn’t want to be like that”.

“Since DKBA Brigade No. 333 arrived in Thaton district, they always make problems for villagers, demanding money and conducting forced portering,” said a Talakayin resident. “Since early 2009 villagers have been suffering at the hands of DKBA soldiers.”

19-Year-Old Woman Raped and Murdered in Karen State

IMNA, September 2009

A 19-year old woman of mixed Mon and Karen heritage, named Mi Mu, was raped and murdered by a gang of Karen men last week in Kyainnseikyi Township in Karen state.

On September 11th, at about 10 pm, Mi Mu was abducted from where she worked on a rubber plantation near Doe Htun village, by a group of 20 men. The group had an accomplice inform Mi Mu’s brother that a ransom of 7 million kyat was needed to ensure her safe return.

Unfortunately, Mi Mu’s body was discovered at 7 pm on September 12th, before her family could collect the appropriate sum of money for her release. A search party located her body near the Pyuk Ja village rubber plantation where she had been employed. Villagers confirmed that Mi Mu had been raped before her murder.

“When we saw Mi Mu’s body, she was naked, and it looked like she was raped” said an eyewitness Pyuk Ja villager.

Since the discovery of Mi Mu’s body, the New Mon State Party (NMSF) has arrested 5 suspects, and a search is underway for the remaining 15. Kanyinnseikyi Township is under the Moulmein division of NMSF control.

Mi Mu’s rape and murder is the second such case to be connected to the Pyuk Ja village rubber plantation. A 21-year-old Mon woman was also abducted, raped and murdered by a group of Karen men in the same area earlier this year.

LIB no. 273, forced resident to serve portering into their operation

September 10, 2009

HURFOM, Yebu: On August 13th, the Light Infantry Battalion (LIB) no. 273 led by Captain Thein Sein, forced two villagers into service as porters for the column Kyauktalin to Natkyizin. The two Kyauktalin villagers were forced to carry bullets, food supplies, a cooking port, an a communication machine for two days.

Ko Kyi Lwin, a 29 years old Kyauktalin villager, carried about 30 viss [105 lbs] of weight to Natkyizin, which is 10 miles far from Kyauktalin village, northern Yebu township. “The soldiers didn’t give us food, and mostly they travel at night time without any light. I tried to use my flashlight but they didn’t allow me to use that. It’s not easy for me to walk in nighttime without a light on. I also had to carry a lot of weight, and my shoulder got sore. It wasn’t easy for me to follow them because they walk very fast.”

He added “The soldiers didn’t feed us any food while they forced us to serve as their portering service. So we got very hungry. We had to eat the green banana plants in the jungle. They [the troops] were not patient. The trip would be about 10 miles, but over rough terrain.”

According to Ko Kyi Lwin, a second villager named Ko Ba, 30 years old, was also forced into portering for the LIB 273. According to the Ko Kyi Lwin, Ko Ba only needed to carry the communication machine and some soldiers’ bags.

“The soldiers released us when we arrived at Natkyizin village. They didn’t allow us to enter into the village. I think they were worried that the villagers would see that people are being forced into service as porters,” said Ko Kyi Lwin.

The SPDC government recognizes this region as a “black area”, a region that is outside of the direct control of the Burmese government. Mon, Karen, and Tavoy insurgent groups are active in the area. Incidents of residents being forced into porter service are often reported in the ongoing between the SPDC and insurgent groups.
Burmese government action in advance of 2010 election

With the approach of the 2010 election, HURFOM believes that transparency in the Burmese military government's role in election preparations is necessary. By documenting the actions of Burmese government and its subsidiary groups throughout Mon state, HURFOM hopes to illustrate the deliberate and sweeping role the government plays in safeguarding its own power in the formation of the future “civilian” government.

The Burmese government’s local administrative bodies, the Township Peace and Development Council (TPDC) of Mon State, have increased their surveillance of both monastic communities and civilians in preparation for Burma’s upcoming 2010 election.

The documentation process detailed in this report is carried out by employees of the TPDC, Village Peace and Development Council’s (VPDC), and members of governmental civilian organizations. These government organized and backed associations, include the Myanmar Maternal and Child Welfare Association (MMCWA) and the Union Solidarity and Development Association (USDA). Though described as “civilian welfare” groups, both have been widely documented carrying out military government policy.

These efforts by the Burmese government to prepare for the coming election fall into two categories of documentation, the first focused on numbers and locations of monks in monastic communities and the second targeting the numbers and locations of civilians in villages and towns.

According to the information collected by HURFOM’s field reporters, the Ye Township TPDC has ordered VPDC members to impose stringent security regulations on monks and individuals not from the area, and to document the number of Monks residing in each village. Strict identification checks are being conducted in many villages in Ye Township, such as Kyaungyaw, Lakepoke, Thapinthign, Kaingtow, Gamone, Kyauk Taing, Zawkae, Yawkalay, and Natkyi. HURFOM field reporters indicate that the TPDC’s increased security efforts are intended to disrupt and limit the potential spread of information by monks that might lead to organizing and unrest in rural areas.

A 64 year-old resident of Nat Kyi village tells about his observation of TPDC efforts to document monk activities in his village:

“In Nat Kyi village, VPDC chairman U Ah Lin and his officers received their orders in a letter from the TPDC in July. Since then he has started to collect the numbers of people in households and monks in temples, and has also asked his villagers and monks to inform him if monks and civilians from other villages come and visit them...If someone miss-informs him they are fined between 30,000 to 50,000 kyat, and he also ordered the abbot not to...
allow strange monks to live in the temple. But the abbot seems unhappy with the VPDC chairman.”

According to a Ye resident who lives near his local temple, the TPDC in Ye township collected the ID card numbers of every monk in Ye Township. Authorities also documented the number of monks living in each of the Ye Township temples.

TPDC authorities have also visited the Ye Township Sangha Nayaka Committee and collected the original copies of numbers of monks in each monastery. After gathering the numbers recorded with township Sangha Nayaka Committee, local VPDC authorities have been ordered to re-check the numbers in the monks’ own village temples.

According to residents, security has been increased every September since the September 2007 “Saffron Revolution”, in which monks helped lead a popular protest over the removal of gas subsides. The subsequent protests were eventually put down with violence and abductions, from which numerous monks and civilians died or remain missing.

The TPDC restrictions have impacted the travel of monks in the area. As U Ardisa, a monk living in Ye township explained to HURFOM:

“It is very difficult for monks to travel because after the TPDC ordered the VPDC to watch the monks – it seems that all monks are seen as problem makers in the country. Our duty is to spread the Buddhist principles, not to cause problems for the country. The authorities do not respect the rules of Buddhism, and they do not respect religious leaders.”

Individuals who don’t possess an identification card in particular are regarded with suspicion. According to one Ye resident:

“The TPDC is not only collecting identification numbers in the towns but also collecting them in the rural areas. This means authorities are afraid that the monks will demonstrate again…When strangers don’t have identity cards, the immigration authorities won’t allow them to enter Ye town. However, if they can pay 5,000 kyat they can enter the town. [In this way] local authorities are making more money.”

Civilian populations all over Mon State are also being monitored more heavily. Local authorities are collecting the numbers of residents in each household. These numbers document are sorted in to 3 categories: those over 18 years old, those under 18 years old, and those younger than 10 years of age. Family members working outside of their villages were counted in a separate group.

According to field reporters in Mon State, authorities started these counts in August, and have already completed their household counts in some villages in the Thanbyzayat, Ye and Kyaikame Sub-townships; these include the villages of Kyaungyaw, Lakepoke, Thapinthgn, Kaingtow, Gamone, Kyauk Taing, Zawkae, Yawkalay, and Natkyi, another part of Ye township villages in Southern part of Ye such as Hangan, Yin Yae, Yin Dan, Kalok, Kawzar, Mi htawhlar Kyi and Mi htawhla Lay.

A Ye resident close to the Mon State TPDC explained to HURFOM that villagers questioning the population counts were told that the census was very important for Burma’s upcoming elections in 2010.

A 54-year-old a resident from Natkyi village, Ye township explains what he has observed
regarding election preparations:

“The State Peace and Development Council will do anything to win the elections, and also they want many people in the country to support them. Even in the rural areas they place representatives in the villages.”

According to a high ranking government service official, who asked that HURFOM conceal his name, all the household population numbers collected by local authorities are being sent directly to the Burmese capital of Naypyidaw, because the Burmese government wants to ascertain rural population levels before the 2010 election.

“Authorities separated the number of a household’s population who are in village and who don’t live in the village. I don’t understand why they have to do this,” said young man from Natkyi.

HURFOM field reporters in Mon State report that the TPDC runs nightly checks monitoring homes with overnight guests. Homes with overnight guests are required to inform their ward authorities of their visitors’ presence. Failure to do so incurs a 10,000 to 20,000 kyat fine.

According to Nai Thar* from Anin resident, in his village in Thanbyuzayat township, households with family member working outside of Burma were rigorously questioned regarding their absent family members’ whereabouts. When villagers asked their local VPDC officers to explain why they were so thoroughly questioned, they were told that this information was important for the 2010 Burmese elections.

According a Hangan village resident, when the local authorities came and collected the numbers of household residents, the numbers were very small because most of the youth have gone abroad to work. Unsatisfied with the low residence population numbers, TPDC authorities ordered that migrant workers from upper Burma living in the area be counted as part of the local population.

In Ankhae village, the number of homes is around 800 but the local population is very small since many young men migrate to neighboring countries like Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. An inside source reported to HURFOM that when the TPDC saw the low numbers of Ankhae’s residential population, they were displeased, and chastised parents for allowing their children to migrate to other countries. The TPDC also rebuked Ankhae’s local VPDC officers.

“We can’t stop them from traveling, and they don’t tell us where they are going! We have no control over it,” an official from Ankhae’s VPDC protested.

Other villages in Mon State besides Ankhae have also suffered from declining household populations. As a means of bolstering rural voter levels, TPDC authorities have recognized migrant workers from upper Burma as village members. According to a Thanbyuzayat resident, large numbers of people have migrated to Mon State from Upper Burma since 2008, lured by the TPDC’s offers of land and homes in their adopted villages; this source also claims that migrant workers are given travel documents, and in situations of conflict with the original residents TPDC authorities take the side of Burmese transplants.

HURFOM hopes to emphasize that these briefly detailed efforts by the SPDC to strengthen its electoral position Mon state represent only a sample of their wider efforts throughout much of Burma. Further efforts must be undertaken to document these issues now as they occur, to illustrate the degree to which the government applies pressure in the supposedly free and fair election, and so that the details of this historical period will not be lost or suppressed after 2010.

*Not his real name
Empty Rice Baskets: An Analysis of the Causes and Implications of the August 2009 Flooding in Mon State

Introduction:

Once known as the ‘rice basket’ of Asia, Burma’s long-standing reputation as a leading rice exporter has dwindled as its economy has collapsed after years of rule by several generations of military juntas. Within the country, the leading role of rice as a food product and commercial cash crop has persisted. Yet despite its significant role in Burmese agriculture, the rice paddy farmers of Mon state, who have long been the backbone of rice production in Burma, are finding it increasingly difficult to continue to provide for their own livelihoods and those of their families.

The threat to paddy farmers is twofold, due to both man-made catastrophes as well as natural disasters. Due to the poor design and management of the Win-pha-non and Kataik dams, farms and villages throughout the area have been flooded as spillways running from the damn have failed. Thanks to excess rainfall, farmers in the 6 divisions of Mon State have lost hundreds of acres of rice paddies due to flooding. However, in addition to the destruction of their cash crops, paddy farmers face further loss of income and property from the abusive economic management practices of the Burmese government’s State Peace and Development Council’s (SPDC) agricultural programs. Despite flooding, seasonal limitations, and lack of funding, government administrators demand that farmers replant their crops to meet government rice quotas. While they are provided with no economic support, farmers are still expected to meet the quota or face the seizure of their land, and in some cases, forced manual labor.

Background

Mon state is well known for its strong agricultural output and favorable climate. Because of its value as an agricultural region, Mon state is home to 7 dams. The 2 dams responsible for the widespread flooding that HURFOM has been documenting are the Win-pha-non and the Kataik dams. Both these dams, according to sources close to the SPDC, were built to contribute to the prevention of flooding and to assist local farmers in the cultivation of rainy season and summer paddy fields.

In August 2009 particularly intense seasonal rains fell. In response, government administrators released excess water from the Win-pha-non and Kataik dams. In addition to widespread flooding from the excessive monsoon rainfall, the release of dam water has proved catastrophic, as water has been spilling over the poorly designed dam’s runoff canals around the area.

HURFOM estimates that within the 6 townships of Ye, Mudon, Thanbyuzayat, Kyaikmayaw, and Moulmein, in Mon state, there are about 160,000 acres that have been planted for the monsoon season and summer paddy fields. Of those acres planted, over 70,000 acres have been flooded by heavy rain in August 2009.

Concentrating on the causes, effects, and the potential long term impacts of this year’s flooding, HURFOM field reporters have met with nearly 100 farmers located near the Win-pha-non and Kataik dams, and throughout flood impacted areas in Mon State’s 6 Townships. Mon State SPDC authorities have provided no support or attention in response to flooding or to the farmers who have lost their paddy plantations. Farmers and area residents have voiced widespread concern that they will be unable to continue living in the area, due to the financial loss of their crops and the costs of having to replant. Besides individual losses, according to accounts from several HURFOM field reporters, residents and rice traders have predicted that the fallout from this crop failure will raise paddy and rice prices over the next few years throughout the country and precipitate a widespread food shortage. Rather than providing physical or financial support for the flooded region, the SPDC has responded by pressuring farmers to prepare their lands to replant their rainy season paddies in order to meet the state’s yearly rice production quota, despite the impossibility of a paddy crop ever reaching a mature harvestable state as the rainy season ends. Regardless, authorities have threatened farmers who are...
resistant or unable to replant their farms with land confiscation if they fail to replant their crop.

The report will be divided into 4 primary sections, after the methodology. In the first section HURFOM details the design failures of the 2 dams in Mon state that have caused massive flooding, and the loss of farmlands that rice farmers face. The next section documents farmers’ losses from heavy rainfall. The 3rd section of this report will highlight the failure of the SPDC to provide support for the civilian population in these devastated areas, and the abusive policies of forced crop growth and land seizure that it has implemented instead. The last section before the conclusion will address the opinions and expectations of area experts, traders, and farmers about the expected wide spread impact of the heavy rains and catastrophic flooding.

Methodology

4 field reporters from HURFOM traveled throughout areas impacted by the heavy monsoon, and interviewed victims who have lost their land to the flooding in August, as well as government staff in various Townships in Mon State. Interviewing and collecting personal accounts from nearly 100 farmers, field reporters have had to work covertly to avoid detection by government agents. Additionally, due to HURFOM’s security concerns, this report will not contain victims’ personal details (however, you can contact HURFOM directly to get more information about the individual cases).

Please note that all numbers pertaining to damaged acreage are estimates given by their farmers. HURFOM was unable to obtain the exact numbers of damaged rice paddies, as the SPDC’s Ministry of Agriculture was both unavailable and unwilling to furnish such information.

The Win-pha-non and Kataik dams

The devastating flooding of Mudon and Pa’an township is directly related to the government’s failure to properly design dams constructed as part of their agricultural development projects. Both the Win-pha-non and Kataik dams suffer from design flaws in their water run-off canals, which in ideal circumstances should carry water away from an overly full dam.

The Win-pha-non dam is located on a hill to the east of the motor road near Abit village, Mudon Township. The fields affected by the dam are located to the west of the motor road that runs from Mawlamyine to Ye. In the construction of the dam, The Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation created artificial waterways (canals) from the dam along the natural course the previous stream runoff used to take, widening and deepening old streambeds in the process. This central canal travels through 5 villages in the area. In addition, they added artificial canals and irrigation ditches that now feed into the central canal.

However, HURFOM field reporters found that of the 70,000 acres of rice paddies farmed in the area, 17,000 are flooded. As a result of the structuring of old streams and the building new runoff canals, the newly built canal and its tributaries have blocked the natural runoff flow of water that collects in the surrounding countryside. Unable to reach its natural outlets along the old streambed, water pools around villages and in paddy fields, dumping silt and flooding crops.

Additionally, while the government has widened and dredged the new canal, it has not widened the canal and runoff channels sufficiently to allow for the volume of water that has been released from the water spillways in the side of the dam. The sides of the canal are too shallow, and during the 6-month long rainy season large volumes of water are released from the spillways that empty into the main runoff canal, creating flooding.

The Kataik dam, the construction of which was completed in February 2006, is located in Paung Township. Kataik was built to provide 28,000 acre feet of irrigation water to the 200,000 acres of rice paddies in the area. Farmers have reported that due to the faulty design of 2 spillways, named Kyone Htaw and Yinn Yein, flooding occurs seasonally from the water runoff from mountains. The spillways in question are not large enough to control the volumes water they are supposed to contain, and must routinely be opened to prevent damage to the dam’s machinery. However, flooding from the spillways is worse this year due to unusually heavy seasonal rains, which have caused the sea’s tides to rise, and run into the already blocked and flooded canals. As a result, 20,000 acres of paddy have flooded.

According to residents, before the Ministry of Agriculture constructed the dams the water from the area’s villages and paddies drained into the old streams, and flowed out to the ocean through the central streambed.
With runoff escaping naturally, land drained and the rice farmers cultivated one crop of rice a year, during the rainy season. With the construction of dams, the SPDC has often required farmers to plant 2 crops of rice, one in the traditional rainy season, and another summer crop, using water from the dam to flood fields.

The water that has now flooded the villages around the dams is cloudy and dirty with soil erosion. Unable to drain into the flooded streams, excess water fills surrounding paddy fields. The water pools and backs up, depositing soil onto the paddy crops. The soil sticks to the plants and the plants are not able to stand with the combined weight of the water and the soil. Within about 7 days the crops fall over and die.

**Dam flooding impacts**

HURFOM has found that because of the failures of the Win-pha-non and Kakdai dams detailed above, crop loss from flooding in the region has destroyed the livelihoods of numerous families, and significantly threatens both the health and financial stability of area residents on the most basic levels. Of the 6 townships in Mon State impacted by flooding from dam failure and extreme seasonal rainfall, Mudon Township is the most devastated. According one member of the administration at Win-pha-non dam, another reason for the massive flooding are the fences and bamboo insulators that protect the Kanbauk-Myaigkalay pipeline in the places where it crosses the dam’s canal. The fences collect debris, which blocks the canal and contributes to flooding.

There are about 70,000 acres of paddy plantations in Mudon Township, and HURFOM field reporters have found that over 30,000 acres were destroyed by flooding last month. Despite the extreme loss of crops, there has been no effort by either the SPDC or The Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation to assist farmers either financially or in physically attempting to replant their crops. One of the Win-pha-non staff members stated that, “All farmers know that we have been facing flooding every year; so the farmers should be preparing for more planting and keep more paddy seeds to replace in the destroyed fields as the water level comes down.”

HURFOM field reporters documented that the villages of Kwankapwe, Hnee Padaw, Abit, Klohthort, Taungpa, Phae doe, Htaungkae and Kamawet have been hit by flooding, and farmers have not been preparing extra paddy seeds to replant again. The area’s farmers explained that they can’t afford the additional cost of extra paddy seeds after this year’s flooding, which occurred in the middle of the rainy season, when rice is normally grown. Therefore, due to time restrictions, there is no a chance for the farmers to begin planting another crop that will be ready to harvest during the season.

Nai Thoo, a 56 years old Kwankapwe villager, Mudon Township explained that:

“The dam [Win-pha-non] makes our farmers’ lives more difficult every year. When there was heavy rain, they would turn on the water from the dam. If they do not turn on the water, the dam will break. The rubbish has run into the canal, which is too small, so the water can’t flow ahead easily and the water over flows into the farmland Another reason is the authorities have placed a bamboo fence across the gas pipeline that crosses [the central] canal so water can’t flow easily because [the fence] backs up with rubbish. Last year, the water also flooded over our farm but after 2 weeks the water level decreased. This year, the flooding came in the key growing stages and also took about 1 month to begin to drain; therefore, our plantation can’t survive anymore. The authorities suggested that the farmers should prepare the extra seeds to replace the flooded plantations. It’s easy to say that, but when you [try to] do it it that will difficult. The reality [of the situation] is that the authorities have to take responsibility for the flooding, but they blame farmers for being unprepared for the damage. Whatever they do to force us, I will not repair my plantation anymore, only 10% of my paddy plantation is left now. If we repair, we need to pay for repairing the land, buying the paddy seeds and transplanting the paddy. Estimating, the cost would be about 500,000 kyat if we replant again. I couldn’t afford that cost to replant again.”
80 inches of rain were fell August 2009; therefore, more water flowed down from the mountains and the sea's tides rose into the paddy fields in Paung Township. Thousands of rainy season paddy fields have been destroyed in Ahlaik, Yinnyein, Sinkyaik, Thelkon, Katon, and Welkyi villages, Paung Township.

Nai Myit Maung, 52 years old of Ahlaik villager, Paung Township, said,

“I planted 15 acres of rainy season paddies this year but 7 acres of our paddy field totally were destroyed by flooding in August. I have lost about 800,000 kyat because of destroyed crops. I think the main reason of our paddy fields flooding is because of the dam near our plantation. Every year there has been flooding in this areas but this year is the longest float the entire my farming experience. My paddy field is located between Katon and Sinkyaik villages that are located near Kataik dam. Because the spillway couldn’t control the water into the dam, the dam released the water and all around areas including my farm are floating nearly a month. The water level flown down in the first week of September; as a result, 7 acres of my farm are totally damaged after the water ran out into the field. Not only my farm destroyed in the area, but also the neighbor’s farm, and the people who depend on the water also have been damaged because of the August flooding. I think, about 40 to 50 farmers had been dealing with flooding around our area, but I'm not sure how much of their paddies they lost. In some paddy field the flood water still remains. Almost a thousand acres of farm land located under the dam areas have been damaged in last month’s flooding.”

The main reason for flooding in Paung Township was due to the Kataik dam. Both of the spillways to Yinn yein and Zaikkaye are not wide enough to drain water from the dam. The water from the mountains flows down, and the dam water combined with the mountain runoff, causing massive flooding in the area,

said a government official at the Kataik dam. He explained,

“Because of about 80 inches of rainfall in August, the dam couldn’t control that amount of water anymore. The dam released the water. Our lands are close to the sea. With the water from the sea rising and the dam water flow around the areas. Those two ways of water line combined each other and the farm lands received huge flooding in August. The government should consider this when they build up the dam. They need to know how much the rain falls in that areas and does the dam control that amount of rain fall. The result of their not considering is that our farmers face an obstacle. I estimated over 4,000 acres of paddy field were totally destroying during the flooding. This year is the year that most of farmers are losing their plantations.”

According from Mi Sein Htay, 40 years old of Katon villager, Paung Township,

“I planted 8 acres of paddy fields this year. My paddy plantations are starting to bud and we just finished putting fertilizer on our paddy plantation in the last week of August. Because of flooding in August the dam water has been flowing day and night, all our paddy fields are flooded and nothing can be harvested from our plantation. Our paddy fields have been flooded about 28 days, so all the rice plants are dying. After the water level decreased the Myanmar Agriculture Service’s manager came and told us to replant again. If we don’t have water he will allow us to use the dam water. You can say that to replant is easy, but we can’t afford fertilizer or to hire people to transplant the paddy plantation. Although we are afraid of the authorities, this time I don’t care anymore. If they would like to confiscate my land, they can do that. Whatever they say, I will not replant anymore.”

HURFOM estimates from its interviews that there are 20 farmers in Mudon Township alone who have totally lost their crops to this year’s flooding and are being threatened with losing their land
because they cannot afford to replant.

Paung Township was affected by the same problems as Mudon and Kyaikmayaw Townships. HURFOM field reporters estimated that heavy rains in August caused over 7,000 acres to be flooded in Paung Township. Our field reporters collected information about the difficulties of Paung Township farmers and documented them in our report.

Rainfall Flooding

Rainfall Flooding Impacts

Farmers in Mon state invest a great deal of money in planting their crops on a year-to-year basis, spending their savings from the previous harvest on labor, seeds, and fertilizer. Therefore, the loss of farmers’ rice crops in the August flooding is more than the loss of a year’s income – it represents the loss of Mon State’s farmer’s savings. With their financial safety nets gone, farmers are unable to afford the costs of replanting, and have no choice except to face potential punishment from the Burmese government.

The six townships of villagers have all been farming their lands for generations, and some have been farmers for 40 years themselves. These villagers rely on farming as their primary means of survival. In particular, Mudon, Paung, and Kyaikmayaw Townships are the main rice producers in Mon State. Most of the residents in those townships survive by farming. They can’t afford to replant again after the water level decreased on their farmlands. In addition, about HURFOM’s sources estimated 70% of plantations have also been destroyed by flooding in the lowland areas of Ye, Thanbyuzayat, and Moulmein Townships. These three areas have been producing a small amount of rice in Mon State. Between this year’s flooding, and rising rice and paddy land prices, farmers in these areas are facing near-destitution. In addition, the farmers also face forced labor, money extortion, forced assistance in planting of the Burmese Army’s paddies, and confiscation of property by...
Nai Phae’, of Kamawet village, said, “I planted 20 acres in this year; therefore I need to hire two people to help with my farm [full time]. I pay one of them 100 baskets of rice for a year, and I pay the other one 75 basket of rice for a year. I invested 1,200,000 kyat in my farm this year. I hired 25 people to transplant my farm over 10 days. I paid them 3,000 kyat for each per day. Last year, I could produce 1,200 basket of rice. I think this year this probably will decrease. In our area, there are about 3,000 acres of paddies flooded.”

Nai Thein Mong, Thoemia village, Mudon Township, said, “I owned 24 acres of paddy field. I hired two workers to help me with my rainy season paddy plantation. I agreed to pay them 125 basket of rice per year. I invested about 600,000 to plant the rainy season paddies, that included fertilizer and hiring the people who were transplanting. Because of flooding, 5 acres of my paddy field have been destroyed.”

Nai Win Oo, a Kwankapwe villager in Mudon Township, said, “I hired one worker to care for my paddy field. I invested about 500,000 kyat, that included hiring transplanting workers for 3,500 kyat a day and a package of fertilizer for 20,000 kyat to start my rainy season paddy plantation this year. Last year, I got 500 baskets of rice from my farm. 5 acres of my paddy had been destroying this year so I can’t know how much rice will we get.”

Nai Htaw Rot, Pharouk villages, Moulmein Township, said, “I had 10 acres of paddy field. I hired one worker and gave him 80 baskets of rice. I bought 3 packages of fertilizers for 20,000 kyat each. As for the 15 paddy transplanting workers, I paid 3,000 kyat for a person each day. It was ten days until we finished transplanting. Last year, I produced 450 baskets of rice I don’t know how many basket of rice we will get for this year. About 700 acres of paddy field are still left around our area, others were flooded.”

Nai Win, Kwantar villager, Mudon Township, said, “I hired two workers to develop my 15 acres of paddy fields this year. We had agreed to pay 100 baskets of rice for each worker for the year. I invested 700,000 kyat for planting the rainy season paddies this year. I harvested 1,200 baskets of rice last year. I don't think we will get the same amount of last year. This year we wasted more than previous years. I had paid 2,500 kyat to hire transplanting workers, but I agreed to feed them breakfast and lunch. In our areas, we about 500 acres of paddy fields flooded.”

Nai Nyut Mine, a Kowkapone villager from Mudon Township, said, “I planted 10 acres of paddy fields this year. I hired two workers for 300,000 kyat per year. In addition, 500,000 kyat was spent on fertilizers. Last years, I harvested 450 basket of rice. I also had to pay 2,500 kyat to hire transplanting workers and fed them breakfast and lunch.”

Said Nai Khun Bo, 47 years old, Kohdon village, Kyaikmayaw Township.

“The main reason for flooding was heavy rain and the water overflowed onto the paddy field. The water in the Artaran River was rising up and could not flow out easily, therefore our plantation flooded for about 35 days. Last year there was also flooding, but it was just a few days long and the water run out drained out from the plantation fields. Also this year flooding is exactly in time for paddy pollination steps so the paddy was easy to destroy; I wasted about 400,000 kyat on fertilizers and hired the workers. I just put fertilizers in a week before the flooding. The agriculture manager in the areas ordered us to replant our plantations. But, we don’t have any money to re-start our farm project again. I just hope to get enough rice for our family to survive. We also have been loaned others people’s money. Now, I don't know where will we get the money to pay them back. It’s impossible to replant again because now is September, where do we get enough rain to replant our paddy again. Even though they will arrest me, I won't replant again.”

Paung, Mudon, Kyaikmayaw Township are the main rice producers in Mon State. Because of heavy rain in August, most of the paddy field in those areas was flooded. Most of the townships’ farmers hope to get enough rice for themselves and their families, but this year’s terrible circumstances are making even the possibility of basic survival questionable. Most of the farmers in Tarana, Kawdon, Kawpanaw, Maekaro, Kawone, Khonemannin, Kyoneone, and Nedon villages, in Kyaikmayaw township had been facing the same problems as Nai Khun Bo. Most of farmers in the area have had their paddy fields destroyed by flooding.

Said Ko Kyaw Aye Hrun, 40 years old, Kawpanaw villager, Kyaikmayaw Township.

“Because of heavy rains in August, the river overflowed onto our paddy field. If we look at around our paddy field, we didn’t see our rice plants just water overflowing onto it. I'm very unhappy about that. I planted 10 acres of paddy fields but after the water level decreased only one acre of paddy field was...
growing, all the rest died during the flooding. I had invested about 70,000 kyat per acre. I didn’t have the money to invest that amount so I borrowed other people’s money to start farming this year. Now, nothing left for me. I am in debt about 500,000 kyat to other people. I don’t know how to get that a mount of money to pay them back. My wife is forcing me to work in Thailand.”

According Ko Kyaw Aye, about 200 farmers and 1,500 acres of rainy season paddy fields had been flooded in that area. “Don’t tell us to replant again, the rice was destroyed in the field and we don’t want to clean it. We are depressed by doing farm work this year,” he added.

**Burmese Government Abuse**

Despite the losses of Mon State’s farmers, the SPDC has instituted a policy of repairing lost paddy fields, in hopes of meeting last year’s production quota and because of possible governmental surveys from high level agricultural administrators in heavily farmed areas (regardless of flood losses).

In the first week of September, the Township Peace and Development council (TPDC) held a meeting with the Burmese government’s Agriculture Manager. They analyzed how the flooding affected the area’s rice production, conferred with the Burmese Agricultural Department, and analyzed how much rice Burma was expected to produce and sell this year. After surveying the dismal production numbers, the TPDC ordered the farmers to achieve the agricultural output the government had previously expected for the year; the farmers were forced to replant.

Said 70-year-old Oo Myint Kyaw who owns 25 acres of farm fields in Tarana villager, Kyaikmayaw Township:

“The situation created more problems for the farmers. Although the farmer faced the flooding of their paddy fields and losing their plantations, the local authorities never came and asked us if we needed support and help.” Oo Myint Kyaw’s paddy plantation is the township where Burma’s agricultural department likes to lead plantation tours, because the paddy fields are located near the motor road.

Oo Myint Kyaw also said,

“They [agriculture committee] are irresponsible. They just know how benefit to themselves. Because they forced me to be “show” my paddy plantation, I patiently drew the planting lines get them to be straight lines and to look beautiful. I owned 25 acres of land but 10 acres of land I needed to plant to “show” the plantation to the Agriculture committee. I spent 80,000 kyat per acre. I also used 3 to 4 packages of fertilizer per acre. In August, when the heavy rain occurred, no one from the Agriculture committee came to look at the field. Two day ago, they came to look around but they didn’t give any help and support.”

One of the government Agriculture managers in the area claimed that there have been about 10,000 acres of rice paddies destroyed by flooding between Kamarwat and Naine Hlone village. He said, “I feel sorry for the farmers. If we look at the current commodity prices now, it will cost a lot of money to restart their farm to produce enough rice to please the state. We can estimate how much money they lost on their farms this year. Next year rice prices will rise and our consumers will also face difficulties; therefore, the government should give support to the farmers to replant their plantations again. However, the local authorities have forced farmers to replant to boost production in the damaged areas.”

A famer from Mudon Township went on to explain “Now they force the farmers to use Genetically Modified Organism (GMO) seeds to replant the destroyed plantations. It will cause more problems for the farmer. The local authorities just want to achieve their desired production amounts.” Despite the fact that it grows quickly, many farmers are hesitant to use GMO rice, as it is not as popular with consumers. Farmers also have to keep their seeds for replanting, which means that once they start planting with GMO rice, their future crops will be compromised.

According to U Yone, 65 years old from Kohdon village, Kyaikmayaw Township, “I have been farming the whole of my life, but I never was satisfied with outcome of farming. We rarely had leftover money from selling our rice. The reason we did not make money from our farming is because a couple of years ago, we took out loans from the government to pay for paddy fields. We also have to pay for extortion money for local authorities, forced labor, and village security. The money that we get from selling our rice was used as extortion money. This is the same situation with the paddy purchasing loans. With the heavy rains in this year, we lost 15 acre of our farm. We can’t afford the money and human resources to replant again. I think our family will be starving in the coming years. Hopefully, the Township agricultural committee will not
forced us to plant again.”

Additional Burdens for Mon State’s Farmers

Forcing Farmers to Guard the Gas Pipeline

In addition to forcing farmers to deal with the repercussions of this year’s flooding and the trails of replanting without governmental economic assistance, the Burmese government has placed additional burdens on the shoulders of Mon State’s agricultural communities by forcing farmers to assume responsibility for the maintenance and security of its Kanbauk-Myaigkalay gas pipeline; farmers are also expected contribute their labor to the Burmese government-owned rice paddies.

To avoid a possible explosion and leak of the Kanbauk-Myaigkalay gas pipeline, or attacks from armed groups, the local SPDC Township authorities have ordered the village civilians between Ye and Thanbyuzayat Townships to guard the pipeline. The gas pipeline starts at the Kanbauk gas field in Tenasserim Division, runs through Mon State, and eventually provides gas to a cement factory in Pa-an Township of Karen State. The pipeline route passes through into many townships in Mon State such as Ye, Thanbyuzayat and Mudon townships; it cuts through many of the townships’ orchards, rubber plantations, and paddy fields. The poorly constructed pipeline has occasionally burst or been damaged by rebel forces. Due to this damage to the pipeline, the Burmese Army in the area concerned has instructed local civilians to increase security in the area. Each household is forced to guard the pipeline for 24 hours as part of a rotating schedule, and village headmen order households who miss their turn to guard the pipeline out of their villages.

According to Maung Aye, 34, a rainy season paddy farmer from Waewinkara village, farmers in the area have been ordered by the Burmese Army to fence the pipeline, to cover the pipeline with soil, and to maintain security around it. Farmers who fail to perform these duties are punished, even during the emergency situation of the August floods.

Due to the army’s orders, some farmers have to hire day-laborers from the village and pay them to handle burying duties; the greater the length of pipeline that passes through a particular farm, the greater the labor costs for that particular farmer. The labor cost for one day is about 5,500 Kyat and the farmers have to pay for all labor costs (Maung aye said he spent 7,000 Kyat for two days hiring day laborers to complete his pipeline duties). After spending extra money to hire laborers to handle their shares of the pipeline duties, farmers are even less able to pay for the costs of replanting their rice paddies after the flooding.

Nai Bloh, 56, a paddy farmer from Doma village in the southern part of Mudon Township, said he has to spend a lot of money in labor costs to cover the gas pipeline with soil and bamboo every year. This year, he had spent almost 70,000 kyat for his share of pipeline maintenance. “It is too much for me to spend this money on fencing and covering the gas pipeline but I have no courage to act against their orders. Otherwise, my five acres of paddy lands will be confiscated,” Nai Bloh explained.

Farmers Forced to Work on the Burmese Army’s Farms

Farmers whose lands are situated near those owned by government authorities, or land owned by the Burmese Army, are always forced to labor on these lands as well as their own. The farmers are constantly forced into performing a variety of activities on the government’s or army’s farms for entire cultivation periods. When the authorities or army celebrate an important occasion related to agriculture, the farmers are again forced to contribute their labor. For example, in the second week of June 2009, Army officers from Waekali based No. 4 Military Training Center ordered Waekali village committee to send 45 farmers (both men and women) to plough and plant rainy season paddies on 15 acres of land owned by the battalion.

“Our village had to send 45 farmers to work for No. 4 Military battalion owned paddy fields with no payment. It took two week to finish our duty of ploughing and then planting the paddy seeds. I heard that farmers from other village were forced to work in the battalion’s paddy farms as well.” Nai Kon Blai, a Waekali resident reported.

During the entire cultivation period of various crops – rice, peanut, corn, cane and others – local authorities
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or the Burmese Army’s battalions always use the farmers or the civilians in the area as laborers. The villagers or the local civilians are forced to work on a rotating, unpaid basis. Normally, this type of forced labor starts in June when the rainy season begins, and ends in November or December of harvest season. Between their duties on SPDC-owned farms, farmers in Mon State have little time to undertake the arduous process of cleaning and replanting their paddy fields after the August floods.

Opinions

Despite the SPDC-ordered replanting efforts, many area farmers believe that such widespread flooding and loss of paddy crop will have long-term negative consequences for farmers and their families throughout Mon state. HURFOM field reporters spoke with region’s farmers, many who voiced their expert opinions on the widespread impacts would be of the destruction of this year’s rice crop.

Ye Win, 35 years old, Burmese, said to reporter:

“For sure, in 2010 there will food crisis in Mon State. Farmers cannot produce enough rice for people in this area. Another thing is that if there is not enough rice from Mon State, people will import rice from other states. Prices will increase from transportation and resale costs. Also, there are more people here. The population has been increasing in Mon state. Middle Burma people are coming to Mon state to find work.

According to U Nyein Ngwe, who owns 15-acres of rice paddies, all totally damaged by flooding, he has never faced this level of damage the whole of his career as a farmer life. He estimated that this year flooding will cause huge problems for the farmers in Mon State.

“I spent about 70,000 kyat per acre. I planted 15 acres for this year. I really hope for a good outcome for this year. About 70,000 kyat is including fertilizer cost, paddy-transplanting workers cost. If the authorities forced us to replant again, I can only afford two acres. If I combined all the costs of what we lost this year, it would cost about 1,000,000 kyat. Although they want us to replant our plantation, it’s too late to replant our plantation. If we replant again we must wait for another 5 months to get to this step again. It’s possible to replant again. We don’t want to loose a
second time of our plantation.”

“For this year's plantation, we had been borrowing some money to buy fertilizer and rent some people for transplanting for the 15 acres of plantation. This year we lost everything,” U Nyein Ngwe added.

Other villagers around Paung Township also have been facing similar problems.

A Paung Township rice trader claims:

“Next year rice prices will rise, and that this year’s harvest will not produce enough rice. If there is not enough rice from Mon State, rice from Pegu Township and Thailand will have to be imported into Burma. If we estimate all the transportation costs and trader benefits, the rice prices will rise enormously next year, I think. Even the farmers will need to buy rice for themselves.”

Conclusion:

As a crucial part of Burma’s economy and a key element of peoples’ diet’s throughout the region, the widespread loss of rice crops in Mon state has and will continue to be devastating to the region. Not only have the livelihoods of numerous farmers been destroyed, but the loss of a crucial crop will be a dire knock to the region’s economic stability and will threaten Burma’s people with widespread malnourishment and starvation.

While the extreme seasonal rain is clearly the fault of no one, the losses caused by the subsequent flooding, and the failure of dams designed specifically to prevent such flooding, are the responsibility of the Burmese government. Rather than meeting this disaster head-on, and addressing the current and potential future consequences of this catastrophe, the SPDC has pursued a policy of deluded ignorance. By forcing villagers to replant a second crop that they cannot afford to plant, in season that will end before the crop can mature, the SPDC administration has demonstrated its characteristic lack of comprehension of the most basic domestic and economic processes. In addition, forcing farmers hard-hit by the crop loss to turn their attention to repairing and guarding the Kanbauk-Myaingkalay natural gas pipeline drains what little money farmers might have saved, and undermines farmers’ efforts to recover from this year’s loss.

A clear-cut solution to this disaster is not forthcoming, and tragically it will negatively impact thousands of lives across Mon State. For this reason HURFOM hopes to emphasize the significance of the Burmese government’s responsibility in exacerbating the effects of the flooding in Mon state, and its culpability in future negative domestic and economic developments.